Objective

My research interests are fueled from a highly-diversified and well-rounded background in Mathematics, Physics, Engineering and Ocean Science, where I have worked equally in theoretical research and applied engineering both in academia and the private sector. My primary areas of interests include robotics, autonomy, control theory, imaging technology, hydrodynamics, optimization and applied mathematics. My objective is to become a member of a collaborative research community involving applied mathematics and engineering with a focus on control design and implementation for marine robots. I have a solid foundation in pure mathematics, as well as hands-on field experience in implementation and data collection. I am highly motivated and energetic, have a strong work ethic and work very well with people.

Current Research

My current research extends previous studies in low-level path planning and control of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), as presented in [18] and [22], to consider higher-level control architectures and mission planning to coordinate and plan trajectories for large-scale, multi-vehicle deployments. In particular, a long-term goal is to develop the technology toolchain necessary to enable real-time, optimal trajectory design for ocean observation. Currently, my research is active in the use of predictions from regional ocean models to create sampling missions that track and monitor dynamically evolving ocean features (e.g., fresh water plume, eddy, Harmful Algal Bloom, etc.).

Autonomous Underwater Vehicles and their supporting infrastructure play a major role in the collection of oceanographic data (e.g., [9], [12] and [26]). To make new discoveries and improve our overall understanding of the ocean, scientists must make use of these platforms by implementing effective monitoring and sampling techniques to study ocean upwelling, tidal mixing or other ocean processes. Effective observation and continual monitoring of a dynamic system as complex as the ocean cannot be done with one instrument in a fixed location, or a single AUV traversing a preset pattern. A more practical approach is to deploy a collection of static and mobile sensors, where the information gleaned from the acquired data is distributed across an embedded sensor network. This approach however, requires extensive collaboration and an existing embedded network infrastructure. Such an infrastructure exists in Southern California, is operated and maintained by the USC CINAPS [24], and is available to collaborative research efforts involving marine robotics and aquatic ecosystem assessment.

A preliminary investigation into the development of an innovative toolchain linking a regional ocean model, an AUV and a trajectory design algorithm was presented in [19]. This work presented a validated proof-of-concept demonstrating that this toolchain was exploitable, as well as a successful, single-vehicle, field deployment implementing a trajectory designed by use of ocean model predictions. This work was extended to incorporate multiple vehicles ([20], [23]), and to additionally consider the incorporation of the 4-D (three spatial plus time) ocean current predictions into the trajectory planning ([25]). The ocean model used in these studies is the Region Ocean Modeling System (ROMS), [4], [14], [16]; calculations are carried out by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), California Institute of Technology, under a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

The basic idea behind this research is to generate a trajectory for a mobile sensor platform (e.g., AUV)
based on the predicted movement of a feature of scientific interest. Collected data are continually assimilated into the ocean model to increase the accuracy and skill of future predictions. In this way, mission planners and oceanographers benefit from a reliable model, while the modeling community benefits from *in situ* measurements for updated ground truth. At this stage, the modeling community has more to gain from this collaboration, as ocean models have yet to demonstrate fine-scale precision, however, the collaboration is very much a two-way street. First, we identify a feature of interest in an oceanic region and get a prediction of its evolution for a 12-16 hour period. The prediction output is used as input to a trajectory generation algorithm to produce the path that steers the AUV(s) to regions of high scientific interest based on the given feature. The four-dimensional predictions of velocity (ocean currents), temperature, salinity and chlorophyll are used in the trajectory generation algorithm. In this way, the AUV will visit probable locations of high scientific merit for data collection purposes. The mission plan is uploaded to the vehicle(s) and executed. During execution, collected data are uploaded and assimilated into the ocean model. A new prediction is generated and the process is iterated until the feature dissipates or is no longer of interest.

**Prior Research**

My prior research experience dealt with low-level control design for AUVs, and is fully presented in [18]. This research was based on theoretical study and experiments which extended geometric control theory to practical applications within the field of marine science. In particular, I applied differential geometric methods to solve the motion planning problem for submerged rigid bodies, and implemented computed strategies onto a test-bed AUV (*e.g.*, [6], [7], [17] and [21]). The objective was to provide vehicles with the ability to implement adaptive behavior under different mission scenarios (*i.e.*, emergency maneuvers or long duration monitoring), and to this end, I examined the controllability of systems operating in fully- and under-actuated conditions. Bridging the gap between theory and application in the field of marine robotics was the ultimate goal of this research, and is still of active interest today. Major developments have occurred in the field of geometric control which narrow this gap and which promote research linking theory and application. On one hand, the underwater vehicle presents an ideal platform to extend known theory to mechanical systems which include dissipative and potential forces. And, on the other hand, the underwater vehicle application successfully demonstrates the applicability of geometric methods to design implementable motion planning solutions for concrete applications.

The choice of an AUV as the desired mechanical system for analysis was motivated by a combined research interest in mathematics, engineering, mechanics and the ocean. Recent research has made great contributions to control theory using a geometric framework with this application in mind [1], [2], [3] and [11]. However, these results pertain to systems derived from a Lagrangian with no external or potential forces. In particular, the rigid body is submerged in an ideal fluid. Direct application of these results to a test-bed AUV is impossible due to obvious reasons. Added mass, drag, buoyancy and gravitational forces must be considered to effectively and accurately implement controlled motions onto underwater vehicles.

The motion planning problem for a submerged rigid body can be stated as follows: given an initial configuration (position and orientation) $\eta_{init}$ at rest (*i.e.*, the vehicle has zero velocity) and a final configuration $\eta_{final}$ at rest, motions that steer the body through the considered fluid from $\eta_{init}$ to $\eta_{final}$ need to be determined. After obtaining admissible motions from $\eta_{init}$ to $\eta_{final}$, we can additionally include constraints and costs for which to optimize over this given trajectory. My focus was on finding control strategies that solved the motion planning problem and were derived using a geometric reduction procedure called a kinematic reduction (see [2] or [3] for details). Of particular interest, were path planning methods using kinematic reductions of rank one, or decoupling vector fields [5], [22].

The integral curves of decoupling vector fields computed via a kinematic reduction provide possible solutions to the motion planning problem. However, the notion of kinematic reduction and decoupling vector field were unknown for mechanical systems subjected to external dissipative and restoration forces.
(i.e., drag and buoyancy, resp.). My prior work extended the Levi-Civita affine connection to incorporate dissipative drag forces [7] and discussed a method for compensating the forces arising from gravity and buoyancy experienced by a submerged rigid body [17]. A detailed treatment of these extensions can be found in [18] and the references contained therein.

Implementing autonomy requires an in-depth understanding of the dynamic model for the underwater vehicle as well as the theory which is used to represent and analyze this model. Recent studies have shown that geometric control theory provides an excellent architecture in which to study underwater vehicle motion [3] and [2]. Underwater vehicles belong to the class of simple mechanical systems. A simple mechanical system is one which has a Lagrangian of the form kinetic energy minus potential energy. Simple mechanical systems are an important class of control systems which also include the rigid body, snakeboard, two-link manipulator and rolling disk. This class also contains the geometric structure of a Riemannian metric with the Levi-Civita affine connection [8]. Using a differential geometry formulation of the simple mechanical system allows one to exploit nonlinear and geometric features inherent to the system which are not obvious in other mechanical control theory formulations. For example, the equations of motion of a rigid body, submerged in a viscous fluid and subjected to dissipative and potential forces are given by the forced affine connection control system:

\[
\nabla_{\gamma'} \gamma = G^# P(\gamma(t)) + G^# (F_{drag}(\gamma'(t))) + \sum_{i=1}^{6} \mathbb{I}^{-1}_i(\gamma(t))\sigma_i(t),
\]

where \(\nabla\) is the Levi-Civita affine connection, \(G\) is the kinetic energy metric for the system (Riemannian metric on SE(3)), \(P(\gamma(t))\) represents the restoring forces arising from gravity and buoyancy, \(G^# (F_{drag}(\gamma'(t)))\) represents the dissipative drag force. The controls are given by \(\mathbb{I}^{-1}_i = G^# \pi_i = G^{ij} X_j\), which may be represented as the \(i\)th column of the matrix \(\mathbb{I}^{-1} = \begin{pmatrix} M^{-1} & 0 \\ 0 & J^{-1} \end{pmatrix}\), and \(\sigma_i(t)\). Here, \(\{X_1, ..., X_6\}\) represents the standard basis for SE(3) and \(\{\pi_1, ..., \pi_6\}\) is its dual basis.

Equation (1) can be simplified to

\[
\nabla_{\gamma'} \gamma = G^# P(\gamma(t)) + G^# (F_{drag}(\gamma'(t))) + \sum_{i=1}^{6} \mathbb{I}^{-1}_i(\gamma(t))\sigma_i(t),
\]

where \(\nabla\) is the extended Levi-Civita connection that incorporates dissipative drag forces [22], [7]. The forced affine connection control systems defined in Equations (1) and (2) represent second order control systems on \(TQ\), and are denoted by \(\Sigma_{dyn}\), to reiterate the fact that the control inputs are accelerations or dynamic inputs. The geometric reduction mentioned earlier is a kinematic reduction of \(\Sigma_{dyn}\) to a driftless system \(\Sigma_{kin}\) where the associated control system given by a first-order system

\[
\gamma'(t) = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{m} \tilde{Z}_\alpha(\gamma(t))\sigma^\alpha_{kin}(t),
\]

where \(\{Z_1, ..., Z_m\}\) are \(C^\infty\)-sections of \(TQ\), \(\sigma_{kin}\) are the associated kinematic controls and \(m < 6\) denotes the rank of the reduction. If indeed, \(\Sigma_{kin}\) is a kinematic reduction of \(\Sigma_{dyn}\), then for every controlled trajectory \((\gamma, \sigma_{kin})\) for \(\Sigma_{kin}\) there exists a dynamic control \(\sigma\) such that \((\gamma, \sigma)\) is a controlled trajectory for \(\Sigma_{dyn}\). Thus, we need only solve the first order problem to construct trajectories to be realized by the second-order system.

**Future Research Interests**

It is my intent to continue the quest to merge theory and application in the broad area of AUV path planning and control theory. This will begin by combining past research experience in low-level control
with current investigations on high-level supervisory control architectures. It is a goal to provide an innovative technique for determining trajectories and their corresponding controls for autonomous vehicles to effectively and efficiently sample and navigate ocean environments.

With recent increased interest in the examination of the effects of global climate change on the world oceans, and in particular, coral reef ecosystems, there is a growing need for continuous monitoring and analysis of ocean processes and biochemistry. Effective and comprehensive monitoring of dynamic ocean processes is directly correlated to the level of autonomy that we can give the vehicles that are gathering the data. Implementation of this autonomy to ocean sampling requires the combination of an intelligent high-level controller overseeing all of the vehicles in the fleet, an effective communication infrastructure for data transmission and an on-board low-level controller for each vehicle that can optimize its motions based on available resources. In my future research, I intend to provide contributions to two of these areas; the high and low-level controllers.

In the area of low-level control design, I propose to further extend results in differential geometric control theory by defining a kinematic reduction for a forced affine connection control system (FACCS), and as a result, defining the decoupling vector fields for such a system. Such an extension is necessary to further investigate the applicability of differential control theory to real-world implementations, e.g., AUVs. The combination of theory and application that arises between geometric control theory and underwater vehicles provides a rich area for extended research. First, the underwater vehicle provides an application that warrants a control design that utilizes a full six-degree-of-freedom environment. Secondly, the architecture of differential geometry is based on the configuration space of the system being a differentiable manifold. By allowing the configuration space to be defined on a higher-dimensional, curved space, one can extract more structure from the system and exploit inherent non-linearities that may not be apparent in a space such as $\mathbb{R}^3$, three-dimensional euclidean space. Thirdly, as we increase the technology of AUVs we will extend the deployment time. Inevitably, this also increases the potential for a vehicle to become damaged while performing a mission. A key advantage to low-level control based on differential geometry is the ease with which the system can account for inherent nonlinearities within the system, and well as generate control strategies for vehicles operating in an under-actuated condition. Lastly, it is of interest to develop a relationship between controls computed via geometric reductions and those calculated by use of the Maximum Principle [13] from optimal control theory.

One particular area of extension that combines past and current research is the incorporation of environmental disturbances from ocean model predictions. The outputs of most ocean models are constant, three-dimensional vector fields for each discrete time interval. This disturbance is easily incorporated into the differential geometry framework, however the resulting equations of motion for the vehicle are a FACCS, which can be difficult to solve as a second-order system. Incorporation of model outputs into an on-board, low-level controller can assist the vehicle in accommodating for environmental disturbances and reduce the dependence on computationally expensive feedback controllers and additional sensors, which can extend the deployment life of the vehicle. Building on this extension, we can then begin to consider the notion of continuous, time-varying vector fields as input for environmental and other disturbances. This could come from a more intensive ocean model, or from the computed Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCS), see [10] and [15]. Many numerical simulations and experimental observation suggest that time-dependent fluid flows can be divided into regions of qualitatively different dynamics: eddies, jets, etc. with different timescales. The idea of LCS is to identify and compute these dynamical boundaries between quasi-invariant regions. It is hypothesized that applying the theory of LCS to the physical ocean will define the highways which many species utilize for long distance migrations and transportation. Incorporating, and effectively utilize this existing “aquatic transportation infrastructure” will greatly increase the ability of AUVs to navigate large regions in the ocean as well as facilitate long-term deployments for a more in-depth study and understanding of the oceans. Based upon nature of the theory of LCS, this can be easily incorporated into a control framework based on differential geometry.
Since the ocean is so complex and unpredictable, we cannot assume that a good low-level controller will solve all the problems. In the area of high-level controller design, I propose to continue research in combining regional ocean models with trajectory planning to create an intelligent supervisory controller. Such a system should be able to predict optimal or efficient paths for sampling or navigation, provide feedback on the executed controls, and improve decision making regarding future missions. This supervisor should be able to account for the type of vehicle, types of sensors, task priority and mission objectives. The overall goal is to develop an autonomous prediction and tasking system for aquatic, mobile sensor networks.

In addition to the investigation of control theory applied to AUVs, I have an interest in developing a better understanding of hydrodynamics in general. Currently, the most accurate predictions in hydrodynamic research are provided through computational fluid dynamics (CFD), which although based on the solution to a set of nonlinear equations, is still an estimation. Merging the theory and application of AUV control by use of differential geometry may provide a stepping stone to the ultimate goal of expressing the infamous Navier-Stokes equations in the differential geometric framework. This may not lead to an analytical solution, however there are many times that answers are found by looking at an old problem expressed in a new way.
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